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ABSTRACT 

Modern society has reached a point where virtually every crucial economic and social function 

depends on the secure and reliable operation of the electrical power and energy infrastructures. 

The energy consumption growth and the population growth are pushing world’s total energy 

consumption to double by 2050. This represents grand challenges and opportunities for power 

electronics and electric power systems engineers to modernize the power grid. Power electronics 

& systems (PEAS) technology is increasingly important for smarter distributed systems, 

particularly for power grid modernization. This paper discussed smart technology solutions, such 

as PEAS, for the changing nature of the electric power system. Specific technical challenges that 

are facing the power electronics and electric power systems communities are then elaborated. It is 

shown that we can meet the grand energy challenge by lever-aging the grid modernization efforts. 

To provide electric power to twice as many people does not have to increase the required 

environment footprint. 

Keywords: Power electronics, electric power systems, grid modernization, energy challenges, energy solutions, 

large electronic power transformers, renewable energy, all things grid connected. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

      The electrical grid is an amazing engineering achievement. The US National Academy of 

Engineering named it as number one among the top twenty engineering achievements for its “vast 

networks of electricity to provide power for the developed world” [1]. Over the last century, the 

grid has evolved into a system of systems. The technology is mature and electricity reliability 

(availability) is 99.99% or better. However, the basic technology of the electrical  

 

Power grid was developed about a century ago and has been incrementally improved and 

its operation evolved [2], as new technologies, such as computing, sensors, and communications 

networking, became available. The electric power systems in the industrialized world, in addition 

to generally being quite old, particularly in large metropolitan areas, face challenges caused by 

new technology deployment trends, environmental concerns, new weather patterns, changing 

consumer needs, and regulatory requirements. New technology trends include development of 

more efficient, reliable, and cost-effective renewable generation and Distributed Energy 

Resources (DER), energy storage technologies, Electric Vehicles (EV), monitoring, protection, 
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automation, and control devices, and communications that offer significant opportunities for 

realizing a sustainable energy future. 

 

      In the past, the distribution system was designed and built to serve peak demand (and comply 

with reliability and quality of service requirements) and was a passive delivery infrastructure with 

a radial “down and out” paradigm for the delivery of energy to consumers. Consumers used what 

they needed/wanted, the wholesale infrastructure provided the energy, and the T&D system 

delivered it with no need for real-time operation of the distribution system. Distribution operations 

consisted of construction, maintenance, and out-age management –– not of managing delivery per 

se. Today, customers are increasingly using the grid as a means to balance their own generation 

and demand and also as a supplier of last resource when their generation is unavailable. They 

expect to deliver excess generation back to the grid and to be paid for it, without restrictions on 

their production. And they still expect the grid to “be there” when they need it. In order to meet 

these needs, the very architecture of the distribution grid has to change and adopt new 

technologies, ways of planning, and ways of operating. Consumers are demanding changed 

business models and regulators and policy makers are striving to satisfy and even encourage them, 

sometimes running ahead of the grid’s abilities to accommodate the new policies. With the 

proliferation of smart devices, such as smart phones and other emerging wearable smart devices, a 

wave of industry systems are being digitized with computing power to be smart. It is safe to 

predict that all things that were industrialized will be digitized in order to make it smart. The 

future of our society will be revolutionized by the distributed smarter systems [3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 World’s energy consumption is projected to increase approximately by 1.53 times per year according to 

the United Nations 

      The grid that was originally developed in the last century requires addressing following issues 

due integration of distributed energy resources (DER): 1) Bidirectional power flow; 2) Low fault 

currents and inadequate fault isolation; 3)Improved voltage management; 4) Low system inertia 

requiring improved frequency regulation; 5) Maintaining or improving reliability 6) Maintaining 

Low system inertia requiring improved frequency regulation; 5) Maintaining or improving 

reliability 6) Maintaining or improving safety 7) Transmission congestion; and 8) Efficient system 

operation and maintenance. 

 

      Power electronics & systems (PEAS) technology plays increasingly discriminatory role in grid 

modernization,  represents a particular area where a significant growth has been happening in the 

utility Industry with many power  electronics and electric power system related projects and 

technology development centers. How-ever, a systematic understanding of issues and potential 

This paper is further organized as follows. Section II describes a grand challenge that is facing our 

society for the near future. Section III discusses the grid resilience and breadth and severity of the 
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challenges related to aging power grid, physical and cyber security, and weather related issues. 

Section IV explains technologies to address the changing nature of the electric power system. 

Section V presents the grid challenges and opportunities the power electronics and electric power 

systems community face. Section VI points out that grid modernization will lay down a solid 

foundation for safe and reliable electrical energy delivery. Section VII summarizes recent 

development trends for PEAS technology Section VIII describes the future options and 

recommendations to address grid transformation and possible solutions for meeting the grand 

energy challenge without having to in-crease the environmental foot print. And finally 

conclusions and references are presented at the end.  

2. A GRAND ENERGY CHALLENGE 

 

     Refer to Fig. 1. According to a report released by the United Nations in 2000, the world’s 

energy consumption will grow by 53% from 2015 to 2050 [4]. In the meantime, the United 

Nation, in a dual report, also projected that world’s population will increase by 32.8% from 2015 

to 2050 [5] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. World’s population is projected to increase approximately by 1.328 times by the year of 2059 according 

to the United Nation 

 

     The composite growth for energy consumption is projected to double from 2015 to 2050. The 

large increase of the energy consumption is expected to increase the energy environmental 

footprint significantly [6]. This represents a grand challenge for modern societies and their global 

citizens. 

 

2.1.1 Grid Resilience 
 

While the electrical power system is becoming and will continue to become more 

distributed, it is important to note that today’s interconnected grid began as a distributed grid. 

Interconnected grids were created to improve grid cost-efficiency, reliability, service quality, and 

safety. As technology advancements made it easier to deploy renewable resources and, 

controllable, more efficient distributed grids, the fundamental benefits of a connected grid still 

hold and in fact, become more important. While the present grid is generally considered reliable, 

as dependency on the digital economy grows, users will demand even more reliability from the 

electric power delivery in the future, including resilience during major weather or security events. 

Transmission and distribution systems are an enabler to deployment of renewable resources, 

providing pathways for the transport of clean energy between production and consumption centers 
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and a means for resource movement and delivery, while at the same time fortifying electric 

system efficiency, stability and reliability of supply. Integration of DER and distributed grids can 

increase efficiencies in the use of the existing grid, as well as become part of the overall 

development strategy to balance the supply and demand uncertainties and risks with a variety of 

different resources [7]-[10]. In cases where distributed grids become predominant (e.g. renewable 

intermittent DER plus energy storage), and grid usage becomes equally as variable, assuring a 

safe and reliable supply will require an intelligent, modern, resilient, flexible and safe grid. 

 

      Recently, grid resiliency is attracting more attention as weather events are becoming 

increasingly more frequent and damaging and as security threats external to the grid are increasing 

[11]. Changing weather patterns are leading to increased frequency of severe events and 

associated risks for electric utilities, such as extreme temperatures accompanied by abnormal peak 

demands, severe droughts accompanied by wildfires and infrastructure damage, etc. Average 

Temperature rise stresses grid equipment (e.g. transformers and T&D lines), including reducing 

its life-time. In addition to adapting planning and operations practices to this “new nor-mal”, the 

above effects require updated equipment design, as well as different engineering and construction 

practices to counteract the impact of climate change and enable the adoption of new technologies. 

 

      In the meantime, the power grid infrastructure is aging with an alarming scale and at an 

alarming rate, according to a recent US Department of Energy report [12]. For instance, large 

power transformers and much of power equipment are designed typically for 25 years’ of life. But 

currently, a total of 70% of large transformers are 25 years or older, a total of 60% of circuit 

breakers are 30 years or older; and a total of 70% transmission lines are 25 years or older, to name 

a few. 

 

      More alarmingly, the impact of potential failure on the power grid is huge. A one-time loss of 

large power trans-former can mean a temporary power outage for about 500,000 homes. A 

replacement of failed power transformer can take up to 2 years. A severe weather related event, 

such as Super Storm Sandy in the US, can inflict damage in the order of $28B to $168B [13]. 
 

      Transmission lines are typically loaded to 50% in order to be able to deliver the peak power to 

the consumers during the peak usage time. Because of the environmental restrictions and costs 

associated with building new transmission lines, transmission system is often congested. 

Bottleneck is the weakest link in the transmission and is frequently the limiting factor for effective 

and efficient power flow. Congestion cost is estimated to be in the order of $1B to $ 2B in the last 

decade, according to a report from PJM based on data from its operations [14]. 

 

      In summary, aging infrastructure should not be treated as an isolated concern; rather it should 

be viewed in the context of holistic asset management [15]. The entire equipment fleet must be 

managed to achieve system reliability and meet customer service needs through effective planning 

and operations. Holistic approach in support of business goals includes management of Aging  

Infrastructure (including condition monitoring and assessment tools), Grid Hardening (weather 

related response, physical vulnerability and cyber security), and System Capabilities (including 

reliability improvements). It also includes: 

 

• Managing new Smart Grid assets such as advanced metering infrastructure and intelligent 

electronic devices. 

  
• Investigate practical measures to shorten times to re-place and commission equipment that 
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failed due to extreme events, physical attacks, or other reasons. 

 

  
• Better coordination of electricity and gas markets, including developing operational tools to 

more accurately forecast the availability of natural gas supply for generators and to improve 

unit commitment decisions. 

 

3. SMART TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE CHANGING NATURE OF THE ELECTRIC   

 POWER SYSTEM 

 

       To address the grand energy challenges in the coming century, the US Department of 

Energy (DoE) launched the smart grid initiative under the Energy Independence and Security 

Act in 2007. Since then, the smart grid today has evolved to include the application of 

advanced communications and Control technologies and practices to improve reliability, 

efficiency, and security. Specific technical areas include the following [16]. 

 

• Advanced metering infrastructure is comprised of smart meters, communication networks, 

and information management systems. It also includes customer based technologies, such as 

programmable communicating thermostats for residential customers and building energy 

management systems for commercial and industrial customers. The architecture includes 

integration of sensing, communications, and control technologies with field devices in 

distribution systems to improve reliability and efficiency. 

 

•  Advanced distribution and substation automation technologies include digital relays, 

substation automation computers and data concentrators, and gateways to Distribution 

Management Systems (DMS), and Energy Management Systems (EMS) systems are fully 

commercial and proven technologies. They need to be implemented in large scale with full 

utilization of their key capabilities. Distribution and Substation Automation promise enhanced 

grid flexibility as well as improved asset management that will increase asset lives, reduce costs, 

and improve reliability. However, only around 50% of US distribution substations are fully 

automated today. 

 

• Intelligent and adaptive reclosers and switches isolate faults in smaller sections to support 

increased flexibility and improve reliability with both traditional and distributed grids. 

  
•  Digital system protection is adaptive to system conditions will need to be widely used. 

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) with inverter technology create various operating 

scenarios which are not presently ad-dressed by existing protection schemes. Circuit power 

flows and fault current levels will change based on DER size, output, and location on the circuit. 

 

• Advanced sensors and management systems are required to provide cost-effective 

monitoring of key electric variables, including bi-directional power flows, volt-ages, currents, 

equipment and DER status, etc., as well as fault information to circuit breakers and other 

protection devices. The ability to control DER on a five-minute basis will require overall 

bandwidth beyond the typical AMI network capacity. It will be essential to have enough real-

time monitoring of circuit conditions to provide situational awareness and to support 

applications such as distribution state estimation. Faster more intelligent and flexible volt-VAR 

schemes (such as distribution-class power electronics-based static compensators) that work in  

Coordination with smart inverters is required. There is an increasing need for advanced Sensors 
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with higher resolution and GPS-based time-synchronization capabilities to accurately capture 

distribution system dynamics. The data provided by these devices may also help detect fault  

 

currents at a remote location or high impedance Conditions not sufficient to trip the normal 

protection.  

 

• Implementation of synchrophasor technology in distribution systems and applications based 

on such may be desirable as a means to address operational and power quality is-sues derived 

from DER variability. 

 

• As the renewable energy has come of age, the integration of renewable energy, especially 

wind and solar energy reduces CO2 gas emission and its impact on the environment. With the 

availability of energy balancing supported by storage technology and autonomous control, the 

concept of a structured micro grid was defined [17]. In general, micro grids serve two roles: 

 

• It is a mechanism that enables resources, customer, and network to be islanded from the main 

power grid so as to allow continuity of service on some basis during contingencies with energy 

provided by local resources 

 

• In both islanded and grid connected operations, it can serve as a scheduling /dispatch /control 

entity responsible for balancing load and generation, and in grid connected operations possibly 

serving as a point of aggregation up to higher level operations and even to wholesale markets. 

 

4. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

 

      As discussed above, grid faces real challenges but offers opportunities to address 

environmental concerns and improve efficiency and reliability of electrical power supply. Specific 

challenges can be divided into three categories: technology and integration, processes and 

standards, and regulation and business models. 

 

• For the technical aspects, we need to: 1) Provide more functionality and performance to break 

the cost barrier; 2) Obtain higher reliability and efficiency to complement traditional “dumb” 

hardware; 3) Promote the adiabatic technology [18] as a regular performance requirement; 4) 

Develop better dielectric materials and packaging for smaller size and foot print; 5) Reduce the 

cost to drive acceptance for wide applications; and 6) Make the performance to be location and 

load insensitive. In other words to obtain efficiency, cost and size goals simultaneously. 

 

• For policy and standards aspects, we need to: 1) Develop practical standards for better 

interoperability of various different types of devices and systems; 2) Drive regulatory 

requirements for pricing and for tariff to address resilience and environmental concerns through 

adaptation of renewable and related new electronics hardware and software technologies; and 3) 

Stipulate policies that support adaptation of new solutions for local and global economic, 

reliability, and safety benefits. 

 

• To illustrate the points, we can zero in on a case in point with further discussion –– the large 

power transformers. The large distribution transformers are ubiquitous and cost $1,000 to $55,000 

to procure. They are typically 10-60% loaded with increased total ownership cost for the 

consumer.  

 

• For an electronic power transformer (EPT), the benefits are more compact, more efficient 
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at light load with reduced ownership cost for the consumer and more functionality, especially with 

new and more capable SiC or GaN power devices coming on line every month. •  
 

      But the electronic transformer still facing challenges in cost. Refer to Fig. 3. To the left is a 

comparison table electronics transformer relative to a traditional large power trans-former [19]-

[24]. According to the authors, the electronics transformer is still about 5 times more expensive 

than traditional designs. In order to reach its potential it needs to reach the target price of $10-

$40/KVA. Another challenge is the losses are still 5 times larger than transitional transformers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Comparison of electronic transformer needs to consider its additional functionalities that any traditional 

power transformer cannot provide as shown in the table to the right.  

 

Functionalities that any traditional design simply cannot provide such as active control, fast 

response, flexibility, as it is illustrated in the right table of Fig. 3. EPTs, back-to-back converters 

and medium-voltage converters can work together synergistically to leverage the economy of 

scales, for both components production and hardware manufacturing, to bring the cost down to the 

desired level (a reduction of 3 to 5 times). Electronic power transformer will continue to develop 

for more flexible electronic power transmission and distribution with more functionality such as 

those for transformer, for energy router, for electronic tab changers, and static VAR 

compensators. 

 

Other opportunities for power electronic engineers are: 

 

1) Invariant structure for fractal nature of the grid (radial or meshed); 2) Adiabatic, grid-scale, 

multilevel, multi-phase and multi-time-scale high-power conversion technology; 3) Grid-scale 

structure micro grids; 4) Reliability and fault management techniques for grids and micro grids; 5) 

Dynamic control of grids and micro grids; and 6) Substation retrofit and automation [25]-[28]. 

 

5. GRID MODERNIZATION 
 

 To face the challenges presented by a rapidly aging grid, US DoE has recently initiated a multi-

year program on grid modernization [13] (November, 2015). Some examples of those efforts are 

described in [26], [27]. Started from the smart grid initiative, the investment for grid 

modernization has reached $1.1 trillion, mostly for reliability and replacement purposes. The 
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amount of investment cannot come from a single source. It has to be from multi sources such as 

government agencies at different levels, grid owners and operators, as well as consumers. So the 

grid modernization’s first challenge is to enable the modernization drive to be a win-win-win 

situation for all parties involved [26]. 

 

      The following are areas where further evolution and modernization is envisioned and needed 

to enable the T&D sys-tem of the future. 

 

• Integrated, holistic T&D planning and operations –– As the variability of distribution 

system net load increases, better coordination and information transfer is required. The ISO can 

no longer rely on simple load forecast bus allocation factors to forecast bus net loads but must be 

able to forecast PV production, as one ex-ample. More importantly, the use of DER to provide 

aggregated energy supply to the T&D system and ancillary services to the wholesale markets will 

be increasingly valuable. 

 

• Visibility and control of DER is vital to the electrical system of the future –– This will 

require more advanced monitoring on the distribution system (where sensors cost more to acquire 

and install) as opposed to simply obtaining it from the DER. If the utility of the future is to 

operate the distribution system in real-time to manage reliability and operational challenges 

derived from DER variability and load –– and the system is to be engineered to allow for that 

management with associated savings –– then visibility and controllability is a must. Hosting 

increased DER penetration levels and avoiding worst-case distribution investments absolutely 

requires a level of real-time DER visibility. 

 

• Improving flexibility, reliability, and DER hosting via advanced distribution system 

technologies –– It is necessary to leverage and modernize the existing infrastructure with 

electronic storage-supported distributed generation and active/dynamic control. The ideal scenario 

of the distribution system of the future of being able to monitor and control in real-time all key 

components of distribution circuits, is difficult to achieve in the short-term, given the monumental 

size and complexity of the distribution grid, and the large investments and required infrastructure 

(including communications systems) associated to this activity. However, a gradual transition 

toward this vision is possible and necessary to be able to provide a reliable, resilient, safe and 

secure service and operate the complex and highly dynamic distribution grid associated to high 

penetration of DER scenarios. 

 

• Work force development –– Well-trained workforce, capable of dealing with grid changes, is 

needed for the Grid of the Future. 

 

      In summary, building this intelligent grid is a monumental task (particularly on the 

distribution and   grid-edge sides, which are vast and heterogeneous) that has led to the emergence 

of new concepts, technologies, and paradigms. Examples of this include debates regarding future 

grid architecture (a distributed, hybrid, or centralized grid); advances in grid modeling, 

simulation, and  

analysis; the Introduction of the micro grid concept as an alternative to enhance resiliency and 

facilitate DER integration; and the convergence of information and operations technologies 

(IT/OT). As the power availability (frequently causally referred to as “grid reliability”) is already  

99.99%, it is important to note that the transition phase to potentially fully distributed systems will 

be long. During the transition phase, a hybrid grid will be in existence for long time to come. 
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      The pace of the transition toward a modernized grid, particularly on the distribution side, is a 

function of the existing and expected system conditions and trends of every utility system and 

market. For instance, utilities operating in states such as California and Hawaii, where DER 

proliferation is already a reality and where aggressive DER adoption will continue to achieve 

Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) goals, must continue this evolution toward a modernized 

distribution grid at a faster pace than utilities operating in emerging DER markets. Otherwise, 

DER proliferation will lead not only to significant operations, planning and engineering 

challenges and inefficiencies, but also will prevent utilities (and ultimately customers and society 

in general) to attain the potential benefits derived from the adoption of these technologies. 

Furthermore, since even larger-scale adoption of DER is inevitable, given the imminent (or 

existing) achievement of grid parity by PV-DG in these markets, additions in grid modernization 

infrastructures and systems should largely be considered “required” rather than “option-al” 

investments to enable the normal operation of modern and future distribution systems. It is worth 

noting that utilities operating in states with incipient penetration levels of DER recognize the 

imminence and urgency of preparing for the transition to this new paradigm, and is actively 

working on modernizing their distribution grids and overall practices so that they are suitable for 

operation in this new reality. 

 

      We are at a crossroads of making business and technical decisions that will allow us to 

optimally and cost-effectively manage the electrical power delivery. As business models and 

technology are changing, traditional grids and distributed grids/micro grids should be purposefully 

integrated as hybrid grids to fulfill all the consumer needs (e.g. resilience and cost-efficiency), 

with transmission as an enabler to sup-port integration of all available renewable resources [15]. 

In order for us to have clear goals for the modernization efforts, basic characteristics of a modern 

grid need to be understood first. The six (6) basic characteristics of a modern grid were first 

identified in [28]. They are: 1) Electronic, 2) Fractal, 3) Structured with micro grids, 4) Fault 

tolerant and fault isolating,5)Resilient, and 6) Asynchronous (Detailed discussion is the future 

subject for) these characteristics look simple on paper, but represent significant challenges 

(opportunities) for the power electronics and electric power systems communities. 

 

6. PEAS TECHNOLOGY 

 

      PEAS technology is experiencing profound changes. The top 10 trends in power electronics 

were presented in detail in specifically, the top six (6) system-related trends are: 

 

1) Renewable integration; 2) Structured micro grids (either dc-dominant or ac-dominant); 3) 

All things grid connected, 4) Transportation electrification; 5) Smart distributed systems (Smart 

grid, smart buildings, smart cities, etc.); and 6) Energy harvesting. And the top four (4) 

technological trends are: 1) Power conversion goes adiabatic (Virtually no heat), 

2) Low-power conversion goes monolithic, 3) High-power conversion goes multilevel, and 4) 

Wide-band-gap devices are going main stream. 

 

      Among all the emerging areas, the system applications and related issues are most prominent. 

It also represents a large departure from traditional power electronics technical scope. 

Traditionally, power electronics is simply defines as power conversion technologies (converters) 

with solid-state power devices. While this served the purpose of establishing power electronics as 

a technical discipline within electrical engineering, it is not adequate for today’s endeavors of 

power electronics engineers. Among all the new systems applications as outlined in [17], the grid 

modernization represents most challenges and hence it represents many opportunities. 
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Fig. 4 illustrates basic constituent technical thrust for grid modernization. A modern grid has 

nine (9) major areas. They are: 1) Micro grids; 2) Physical grid, interconnects, and power flow 

control; 3) All things grid connected (ATGC); 4) Command, control, compatibility, 

interoperability, standards and codes; 5) Sensor network, command, and telemetry; 6) 

Communication network and security; 7) System integration and resiliency; 8) System analytics 

and big data; and 9) Policy, economics, and market. The dark green areas represent the technical 

areas where the PEAS is directly involved. It is clearly seen that six out of nine areas are involved 

with PEAS. PEAS technology is playing an increasingly important role in the drive for grid 

modernization. Among all the desired characteristics for a modern grid, the Electronictization is 

the very first step, since it lays the foundation for the modern and electronic grid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Grid modernization is largely a task to transform the grid from currently (by and large) electrical and 

electromechanical (EE) to electronic, electrical and electromechanical (EEE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Electronictization plays a foundation for grid modernization – four (4) out of six (6) 6 main thrust 

areas are synergistic. Sized voltage, current, voltage and power sensors and limiters their deployment. 

 

7. GRID TRANSFORMATION TO MEET THE GRAND CHALLENGE 
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      Looking at the top level of grid modernization, we can summarize the task of modernization 

simply as: to transform the power grid from current (by and large) passive/static control to 

active/dynamic control. Fig. 5 illustrates the concept in a pictorial fashion, where a wireless 

communication symbol is used to indicate layers of communication infra structure for grid data. 

(Aspects of communication network are not pursued in this paper because of space limit.) the real 

challenges then lie with structure for grid data (Aspects of communication network are not 

pursued in this paper because of space limit.) the real challenges then lie with their deployment. A 

vast amount of work related to the grid modernization is to lay the electronic foundation, upon 

which the active control (and then smartness) can be inserted. Since computer related smart 

technologies are relative mature, the real challenges then lie with their deployment, including 

measurement, protection and control devices. 

 

      Relative to grid applications, the challenges can be categorized into six (6) major equipment 

and apparatus areas known as “all things grid connected (ATGC),” as first introduced in [17] and 

discussed in detail in [17], [18]. Fig. 6 presents a pictorial summary of all the six (6) categories 

and typical hardware types under each category. (Because of the limited space, detailed discussion 

is not presented in this article, except the main challenges. Interested readers are referred to [18] 

and its listed references.) 
 

      The main challenges in ATGC are: 1) Limited availability of solid-state devices for high 

voltage and high current applications; 2) Limited availability of high voltage dielectric  materials 

and packaging techniques that can take extremely high voltage and high dv/dt values; and 3) 

Limited availability of high-efficiency, high reliability, low-power, and small. Furthermore, the 

retirement  

of conventional generation and reliance on more DG without appropriate back-up will also 

threaten the system’s restoration/black-start capability. Many new generators do not include this 

capability due to complexity and cost. Renewable DG can inherently have this capability with the 

transition to grid -forming voltage source inverters and the addition of energy storage, however, 

creating opportunity for distributed, resilient, low cost black-start capability. The development of 

monitoring and control schemes to enable this is needed, including further applications of 

distribution GPS-based synchronized measurements and advanced substation and distribution 

automation with the ever-increasing integration of solar power into the grid, the power demand 

seen by utilities typically resembles that of duck body profile during the day and hence the 

nickname “the duck curve” by CAISO. The 2016 update by CASIO is available in [30], as 

illustrated in Fig. 8.  
 

      The duck curve shows steep ramping needs for utilities when sun does not shine and potential 

overproduction risk during the day when the sun shines in California. The fast ramping needs and 

the overproduction risk could both be handled effective-ly with PEAS technology together with 

sufficient storage capacity. PEAS-based equipment can be fast brought on line to provide the 

power needed during the day to meet peak demand, provided sufficient storage capacity is 

present. 

 

      The well-known peak shaving techniques [31] can then be used to store the over-produced 

solar power during the day and then release to power the peak demand during the evening (See 

[17], for a detailed discussion). If we assume that the peak power is typically 100% above the 

average load and that the amount of energy can be stored during the day is equal approximately to 

the additional power demanded by the load during the peak hours of the evening, then the real 

power can be “shaved” off to fill the valley of the duck curve. And then the load demand curve 

becomes effective a flat line, rather than a duck shaped. The flatness of the load profile has 
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significant implication: It means that we can power twice as many customers (100% growth) 

without having to increase the capacity. 

 

      In summary, energy storage (empowered by power electronics technology) promises the 

ability to mitigate renewable DER variability and improve T&D utilization and economics 

Technical, regulatory and economic barriers still impede its adoption even in states with 

aggressive programs for deployment. As storage is still fairly expensive, it is widely understood 

that “shared applications” meaning multiple use of the same energy storage device, is a key to 

realizing the best economic potential from the technology. However, regulatory barriers and 

legacy paradigms are major obstacles to the rapid adoption of these technologies and their most 

effective uses. Energy storage is forced to fit into one of the generation, transmission, distribution 

or customer “buckets” and follow rules established for that asset class. Energy storage is in many 

viewpoints a new asset class of its own 

 

      Furthermore, electric transportation holds significant promise for reducing dependence on oil 

and carbon footprint. Electrical systems can help improve the liability, workability and 

sustainability of “Smart Cities”. Specifically addressing EVs, the first purchase of an EV is likely 

to inspire more in the same neighborhood, which can lead to the emergence of “clusters” and the 

overload of system components. Distribution system capacity upgrades in combination with  

      Solutions based on DER and intelligent load control using power electronics could address 

these issues [32]. 

 

That is, we can meet the grand energy challenge without having to increasing the 

environmental footprint of carbon-based energy generation and reliance on fossil fuel. The 

discriminator is PEAS and energy storage technology and engineering to integrate them together 

with any given local environmental predictions for sunshine and weather forecast and 

accompanying advanced distribution energy management systems [33], [34]. 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

      The following are overarching recommendations to achieve reliable, resilient and cost-

effective delivery of electrical energy while supporting environmental targets for years to come: 

 

• There is a need for grid modernization, with the speed of modernization adjusted to the pace 

of integration of clean DER and environmental and other regulatory targets. 

 

• The architecture and design of the grid will have to be updated to accommodate very high 

penetration of DER and customer driven operations and planning. 

 

• Enabling the transition to a modern grid requires changes in business models and regulatory 

policies, as well identification of the technical needs and development of new technologies. 

  
• Continuous focus on improving reliability, resilience, safety, cost-efficiency, and customer 

flexibility to choose. 

  
      The six (6) basic characteristics of a modern grid are: 

  
1) Electronic, 2) Fractal, 3) Structured with micro grids, 4) Fault tolerant and fault isolating, 5) 

Resilient, and 6) Asynchronous. Furthermore, the electronic power transformer will continue to 

develop for more flexible electronic power transmission and distribution with more functionality 
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such as those for transformer, for energy router, for electronic tab changers, and static VAR 

compensators. 

  
Other opportunities for power electronic engineers are: 

  
1) Invariant structure for fractal nature of the grid (radial or meshed); 2) Adiabatic, grid-scale, 

multilevel, multi-phase and multi-time-scale high-power conversion technology; 3) Grid-scale 

structure microgrids; 4) Reliability and fault management techniques; 5) Dynamic control; and 6) 

Substation retrofit and automation. 
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